F.T.C ReuseTM Traveler Washable Epidemic Prevention Kit SOP
Before traveling:
1.When faking public transportation vehicles, take 2.Please fill in 75% Ethanol Solution into the
out the kit and check. There are one
bottle.
re-washable windproof jacket, one re-usable
mask, one goggle, two pairs of disposable
R
gloves, one empty bottle, and one Nomex○
bag.

R take out 4.Take out the mask, adjust the ear strap. Pay
3. Disinfect hand then open the Nomex○
attention to the closeness between your face
the jacket, open the zipper of the collar to pull
and the mask.
out the hat, open the middle zipper to put on the
jacket.

5.Put on the goggle, even with the glasses. Please 6.Put one the hat and tighten the strap to protect
make sure that the bottom of the goggle has to
the whole face. You can sit in comfort because
be on the top of mask to make the closeness.
of the two-way zipper and split in the back.
There are pockets in front and both side of the
jacket, cell phone and passport can be put in
safely.

7.Put on the glove and cover the sleeves. You can keep the outer package to put the used gloves in to
avoid infection.

After traveling:
R Photocatalyst jacket
1.Step1: Take off the gloves and put in its outer
2.Take off the Sun-Eco○
package, then throw away.
and put it under the light to eliminate the
Step2: Disinfect the goggle with 75% Ethanol
R conductive yarn is woven
bacterial Nega-Stat○
Solution.
to make the bacterial not attach easily. The
R Photocatalyst
Step3: Take off the Sun-Eco○
whole jacket passes the CNS 14798 P2 test.
mask. Put the outlayer under the light to
Spray the ethanol solution or soak in 500PPM
eliminate the bacterial. There is copper fiber in
diluted hypochlorous acid in 30 minutes. Then
inner layer to deodor. Spray the ethanol solution
do the normal laundry.
on the mask and do the normal laundry after 30
minutes.

3.All the accessories can be put into the epidemic
prevention kit after disinfection. The jacket and
mask are reusable at least 30 times to lower the
pollution from disposable waste.
R bag can be a hat when
4.The Nomex○
emergency.
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